Everybody wants to be a cat

Bengal Cat

Siberian Cat

Savanah Cat
Siamese Cat

Sphinx Cat

Russian Blue
Big Ear Cat

Memories

 One of the most popular breeds of cat in the USA, this short-haired

breed has the old name for the country where it was thought to have
originated. Which fine-boned, slender, medium-sized breed of cat is
this?
Abyssinian

Abyssinian
• Although this breed was developed in Great Britain, it
was given the old name for what is now
Ethiopia/Abyssinia.
•

It was thought the breed developed from kittens
brought home by returning soldiers coming from that
part of the world.

• There is an element of truth in the story but, it now
seems that the soldiers almost certainly bought their
kittens from Egyptian traders, rather than Ethiopian
ones. Indeed, recent research suggests that the breed
may have developed from a single cat, named Zula,
bought by a soldier in Alexandria in 1868.

• This breed is sometimes called a "Purebred Long-haired
Siamese", since is developed as a mutation from the standard
Siamese. Noted for its sapphas a light-coloured body with
darker extremities. Considered the most intelligent of all longhaired breeds, which cat is this?

Bengal
Bengal cat

• This is a rare breed of domestic cat from France. Large and
muscular(called cobby) with relatively short, fine-boned limbs, and
very fast reflexes. They are known for their blue (grey) water-resistant
short hair double coats and orange or copper-colored eyes. They are
also known for their “smile”. These cats are exceptional hunters and
are highly prized by farmers. Which breed is this?

Chartreux
Chartreux cat

We Are Siamese

Originating in Thailand, formerly known as Siam, this cat has
very affectionate personality. It has short hair with a muscular
body and elongated face. Kittens are born white or cream.

Siamese

Disco cat songs

• These cats are very affectionate and become limp when they are
picked up, hence the name they are given.

Ragdoll
• They are believed to be the largest of domesticated cats. They have semi-long haired fur and facial
features with blue eyes. Their fur can include seal, blue, chocolate, and lilac point colours. First
registered in America in 1971 by breeder Ann Baker. If you want an affectionate, lap cat than this is
the best for you. What breed of cat are they?

• This cat is the largest domesticated cat breed. It has a distinctive
physical appearance and valuable hunting skills. It is one of the oldest
natural breeds in North America, specifically native to the state
of Maine, where it is the official state cat. Common nicknames: Gentle
giants. Mass: Male: 5.9 – 8.2 kg (Adult), Female: 3.6 – 5.4 kg (Adult)

Maine Coon
• The Maine Coon is a native New Englander, from Maine, where
he was a popular mouser, farm cat and, most likely, ship’s cat, at
least as far back as the early 19th century.
• Maine Coons are quite intelligent and exhibit friendly traits.
They characterize with curious and playful habits. These
beautiful gentle giants socialize greatly and are definitely
the outgoing type, with other animals as well as with people.
Their curiosity enables them to interact widely with various pets
and humans.

Maine Coon chirping

YouTube: Giant Cat

• These unusual cats originated on the
Isle of Man.
• In some places, they have been given
the nickname stumpy (visible short
stump for a tail) or rumpy (no tail).
• What breed of cat is this?

Manx

Manx

• Nobody knows for certain why the Manx cat is
tail-less, or where they originated from.
• These cats where known to roam the Isle of
Man for several hundred years.

• Manx cats are known for their dog-like
personalities
• Very social with their people, although wary
of strangers, and enjoy interacting with them
regularly
• Manx cats are said to be very intelligent and
are known for enjoying games like fetch.
• Can learn to open doors to get into a room
that has something they want inside

Awesome Facts About Cats
Cats can drink seawater. Unlike humans, cats have kidneys that
can filter out salt and use the water content to hydrate their bodies.
2. But they can’t taste sweet things. Scientists believe that
a mutation in a key taste receptor has prevented cats from being
able to taste sugar. No cat will ever know the joy of a cupcake.
3. The ridged pattern on cat’s nose is as unique as a human
fingerprint.
4. Cats can’t see directly below their noses. That’s why they miss
food that’s right in front of them.
5. Isaac Newton invented the cat flap after his own cat, Spithead,
kept opening the door and spoiling his light experiments.
6. Nikola Tesla was inspired to investigate electricity after his cat,
Macak, gave him a static shock.
7. The more you talk to your cat, the more it will talk to you.
1.
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Cats have been domesticated for around 4,000 years. ...
Cats don't have sweat glands over their bodies like humans do. Instead, they sweat only through their paws.
While not well known, the collective nouns used for cats and kittens are a clowder of cats and a kindle of kittens.
Cats are one of, if not the most, popular pet in the world.
There are over 500 million domestic cats in the world.
Cats and humans have been associated for nearly 10000 years.
Cats conserve energy by sleeping for an average of 13 to14 hours a day.
A cat called Dusty has the known record for the most kittens. She had more than 420 kittens in her lifetime.
Cats can be truly loyal, but unlike dogs, that loyalty comes out of their desire to be loyal to you. That makes it so
much more valuable.

America got Talent-Training cats

Sphynx

Some people cringe when they look at these furless cats but they are extremely cuddly and affectionate.
Which breed of cat is it?

The Sphynx cat has been documented in various parts of the world, but
it was in Canada during 1966 when a black and white domestic
shorthair gave birth to a litter, including a hairless cat named Prune.
These were then bred and the sphynx has been popping up in several
countries ever since. Their sturdy bodies with slightly protruding
abdomen are completely hairless, apart from some having partial
whiskers. Specially designed clothes can be purchased to keep them
warm.
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The ridge pattern on a cat's nose is unique to each cat, much like a human fingerprint.
Cats cannot taste sweetness. ...
Female cats tend to be right paw-dominant, while male cats are often left paw-dominant.
On October 24, 1963, the French launched the first cat into space: her name was Felicette (nicknamed
"Astronaut") and she survived the trip, which lasted just 15 minutes.
The technical term for a hairball is "bezoar.“
Many cats are lactose intolerant so quit with the milk already!
The technical term for a cat lover is "ailurophile," which derives from the Greek word "ailouros"
meaning "cat" and the suffix "-phile" meaning "lover.“
The average cat spends around 70% of their lives asleep.
Cats make over 100 different sounds, whereas dogs make somewhere around 10.
Cats meow to communicate only with humans; they don't meow at each other. Instead, they spit, purr,
and hiss.

cats commercial

This short video was viewed over 78.000.000 times and become the most viewed video in the
world.

Surprised Kitty

The End

